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Independent Water Study Shows BIG Savings to Former CTSUD Customers
in Bell, Burnet, and Williamson Counties
The Chisholm Trail Special Utility District (CTSUD)
Board of Directors recently engaged an independent contractor to review water service rates in the
surrounding area to see how CTSUD’s former customers fare compared to other rural customers after the transfer of the assets, liabilities and customers to the City of Georgetown Utility Systems
(GUS). The results bore out CTSUD’s expectations
and intentions in taking part in the transfer –
CTSUD’s former customers are not only experiencing lower rates than they did prior to the merger,
but they are also experiencing lower rates than the
average users of other rural water systems in Bell,
Burnet, and Williamson Counties.

lower water rates than the average of each of the
three counties’ rates, even when considering incity rates offered by water utilities located in these
counties.

The review was based entirely on publiclyavailable information, and the City of Georgetown
had no role in it. The review looked at residential
water usage ranging from 2,000 gallons to 50,000
gallons per month. On average, CTSUD’s former
customers used approximately 12,000 gallons per
month, so it is helpful to compare the amounts currently spent for 12,000 gallons of water versus the
amounts they previously spent with CTSUD, and
the average that would be spent for the same quanThe results demonstrate one of the important bene- tity of water if they were in a rural system in each of
fits of the merger with Georgetown to CTSUD’s for- the three counties.
mer customers: lower cost. By taking advantage of
CTSUD’s former customers using 12,000 gallons
the economies of scale involved with Georgetown’s
per month have seen an approximately 28% reduclarger customer base, CTSUD’s customers have not
tion in their water bills. They are also spending
only seen a drop in their rates compared to what
significantly less for the same amount of water than
they previously paid to CTSUD, but also are avoidthe average user of rural water systems in Bell, Buring additional costs compared with their counternet, and Williamson Counties, as demonstrated in
parts who are served by local rural water systems.
the table below. The average rural water system
Although the review focused on rural water sys- user in Bell and Williamson Counties spends about
tems in the three counties, it also covered city wa- $30 more than CTSUD’s former customers currently
ter systems as reflected in the water rates table spend; the average rural water system user in Burprovided on the following page. Due to the larger net County spends over $40 more. In fact, there
number of customers and benefits of economies of are only two rural water systems whose customers
scale, cities are generally able to offer their cus- pay less than CTSUD’s former customers – and the
tomers lower rates than the rural systems. The re- difference is less than $5.00 per month.
view found that CTSUD’s former customers enjoy

Summary of Study’s Findings
Previous
CTSUD
69.00
Post-transfer Savings

Costs for 12,000 gallons per month
Current
Rural Water Utilities (average)
GUS
Bell
Burnet
Williamson
49.80
80.34
92.03
82.11

$19.20

$30.54

$42.23

$32.31
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Monthly Water Costs for Bell, Burnet, and Williamson Counties Rural Customers

To report out-of-service water emergencies or make any other call in regard to customer service,

please call Customer Care at 888-474-4904 or 512-930-3640

